
K700L.AR.SC for Adams Rite Lock Cases*
Digital Lock (Levers) - Less Lock Case. SC Silver w. Stainless Steel Buttons

Use the Keylex 700AR series on all standard duty, high security external door installations where the Adams Rite 4710 
Dead Latch or Adams Rite 4720ANSI Dead Latch is required. Always choose the K2100K option for military, police and 
fire service installations. The narrow stile Keylex 700 design, with its built-in clutch mechanism protecting the lock 
furniture, will suit all stile widths down to 45mm and is particularly suited for use on aluminium and hollow metal door 
sections. The Keylex 700 can be expected to give many years’ service if specified and maintained correctly.

Standard Duty/High Security 

Keylex 2100 Series | Keylex 900 Series | Keylex 800 Series | Keylex 700 Series | Keylex 500 Series 

This version best suited to standard duty situations on external and internal doors where a high level of security is a 
requirement without a Euro profile key override facility.
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The narrow stile Keylex 700AR design, with its built-in clutch mechanism protecting the lock 
furniture, will suit stile widths down to 45mm in this configuration and is particularly suited for 
use on aluminium and hollow metal door sections. The Keylex 700AR can be expected to give 
many years’ service if specified and maintained correctly.

*Important Note

The Keylex 700AR model is supplied complete with outside lock body, converter plate and blank 
escutcheon (x 1) - but less the 4568 Euro Style Handle (x 1), 4710 or 4720 Lock Case (x 1) and 
4580 Cam Plugs (x 2), all of which must be ordered separately from Adams Rite stockists 
(i.e not Relcross). Cylinders cannot be used with this version of the Keylex 700 series.

Adams Rite 4710 Lock Case Function

Identical in operation to the Adams Rite 4720 Series Dead Latch, the 4710 is for use in hollow 
metal doors and fits comfortably between the K700AR mounting pillars. The standard K700AR 
interfaces with 2 off 4580 Cam Plugs fixed independently to each side of the lock case. 
The inside lever assembly may be substituted for the Adams Rite 4591 Paddle Handle** 
(with 4580 Cam Plug). The latch bolt is reversible; supplied non-handed unless specified.

**When used in emergency exit applications with a 4591 Paddle Handle, the assembly must 
use the E8461 Ramped Jaw Strike in order to conform to BS EN 179+A1: 2001.

Adams Rite 4720 Lock Case Function

Identical in operation to the Adams Rite 4710 Series Dead Latch, the 4720ANSI is for use in 
hollow metal or wood doors and fits comfortably between the K700AR mounting pillars. 
The standard K700AR interfaces with 2 off 4580 Cam Plugs fixed independently to each side of 
the lock case. The inside lever assembly may be substituted for the Adams Rite 4591 Paddle 
Handle*** (with 4580 Cam Plug). The latch bolt is reversible; supplied non-handed 
unless specified.
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